
Glacier 
NORTHERN WILDERNESS 



From the background 

fabric cut a 4-1/2 strip 

(at least 10-1/2” long) 



From the 4-1/2 inch strip cut 

four 1-1/2” wide pieces. 



Also from the 4-1/2 inch 

background strip cut one 4-

1/2” square. 



From the pale green fabric 

cut a 2-1/2” strip (a little 

more than 6 inches long is 

good). 

Strip Piecing – I’ve 

converted most of the 

piecing in this block to 

strip piecing. 



From the light green fabric 

cut a strip 1-1/2 inches wide 

(13 inches long is about 

right). 



Divide the light green strip 

into two pieces (each should 

be a little more than 6 inches 

long.) 



From light teal fabric cut a 1-

1/2 inch wide strip (at least 

12 inches long). 



From the medium teal fabric 

cut a strip 1-1/2 inches wide 

(at least 12 inches long). 



All the pieces are now ready 

to piece this block. 



Stitch one light green strip to 

each side of the pale green 

strip (along the long edge).   

Press the seams toward the 

outside strips. 



Clean-cut/straighten one end 

of the unit. 



Cut four 1-1/2” wide 

segments from this unit. 



Add a 1-1/2 by 4-1/2 inch  

background piece to each of 

the green units. 

 



Finger press toward the 

background piece. 



Stitch the medium teal strip 

to the light teal strip. 

Press the seam toward the 

darker fabric. 



I used the Square in a 

Square 4-Patch ruler to sub 

cut the teal unit. 

This ruler immediately gives 

you visual confirmation of 

accurate piecing in the 

strips. 



The center line is lined up 

with the seam, and if the 

strip is accurate, the outside 

edges of the strip will line up 

with the appropriate 

marking.    Then it is a 

simple matter of cutting eight 

two patch units. 



The four patch units go 

together as shown.  The 

seam allowances will go in 

opposite directions which 

means they will nest 

together as the two parts are 

sewn together. 



The first unit shows the 

seam as sewn.  I like to split 

the seam where it crosses 

and “pinwheel” the center so 

results in a flatter center (the 

second unit).  The third block 

shows the right side of the 

fabric after the seam was 

finger pressed. 



Lay out the units so they 

look this. 



Stitch together in rows.  

Finger press the seams in 

the top and bottom rows 

toward the center.  Finger 

press the seams on the 

center row toward the 

outside. 



Stitch the rows together and 

finger press seams toward 

the outside.  The block is 

ready for the final pressing. 



This is how the backside of 

my block looks. 



This is a smaller block than 

most of the others, but I still 

chose to shift borders to one 

side.  On my block it was to 

the left.  Which means the 

pieced block ends up more 

to the right. 



The order in the pattern for 

the applique is incorrect, but 

even if it wasn’t, it is much 

easier to build up units prior 

to putting them over the 

glacier and water.   

I started with mountain #3 



Add #4 



Next  is #5, and then I 

started the unit in the lower 

right corner by placing #8. 



Add #9.  Now these units 

can be removed from the 

applique pressing sheet.  It 

is time to build up the whole 

scene. 



Number 7 is the piece that 

needs to go down first. 



Next add #2. 



Add #1 to the right side of 

the scene then add the unit 

made up of #3-5 to the left 

side of the scene. 



Add # 6 to the right side. 



Line up the unit made of #8 

& 9 with the bottom left 

corner. 



Finally add #10 to the 

bottom right again using the 

corner to line it up. 



Add sashing to the top of the 

block.  Add this unit to the 

top of the loon unit from last 

month. 


